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 Teamwork Makes the Dream Work 
The title brought out some unexpected articles – Keith’s trust in God and 
dreams, Richard’s interest in mystics, Jeanette’s enjoyment of her dreams, 
children’s dreams of a better world, Sharon having to work hard for her 
dream, and Isaiah being told his dreams were too small. Our ‘dream 
church’ may not be what we expect, and some people’s dreams of retiring 
here seem to be more than they expected too. Memories or past 
revivalism makes us wonder what revival might look like up here on the 
Moor. We’re sad to mark the passing of one dear member, but happy just 
to have new people, new Wardens, and life going on despite everything! 
 

The St Jude’s Coffee Stop and 
Plant Sale took an awful lot of 
teamwork, but was busy as 
the bees we hope to feed. 
If you think that looks full, you 
should have seen the Jubilee! 

Dave and David enter the St 
John’s Nenthead ‘Synchronised 

Strimming’ competition. 
Sharon and family enjoy the 

taste of success as their  
dreams develop. 

 
One of the 
dreamers 

that inspire 
our faith 

 

Young 
people 

share their 
dreams of a beautiful future – 

which we all have to work for. 
 BNW 
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Mysterious Things 
Dreams are quite mysterious things, aren’t they? 

One night we may dream of being chased by a giant peanut through the 
local high street; the next night we are floating above the Serengeti on a 
purple cloud!! 

Some dreams are of course a great deal more profound, as with the 
Baptist Minister Martin Luther King Jr’s great speech to 250,000 people 
in Washington in 1963 during the March for Jobs and Freedom… ‘I HAVE 
A DREAM’.  One of the greatest speeches in American History. 

Dreams of course can also be aspirations and desires, a dream of 
achievement or success in a chosen field of endeavour.  Many athletes 
dream of standing on the top step in the Olympic 
Stadium or holding aloft the Claret Jug at the 
Open Championship or Wimbledon trophy on 
Centre Court. It is a great means of firing up all 
their concentrated effort, gifts and powers. 
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The Bible has 21 instances of men and women who ‘dreamed a dream’.  I 
suppose Joseph springs to mind instantly for many, along with Jacob and 
Abimelech in the Old Testament and Jesus’s earthly Father, Joseph, and 
Pontius Pilate’s wife in the New. A cluster of 5 dreams surround the birth 
of Jesus in the first two chapters of Matthew, and Paul’s Macedonian call 
would seem to have its inspiration through a dream or night vision, but 
of course not all dreams stem from the Holy Spirit’s inspiration to us…! 

Sometimes in that period between being fully awake and still asleep I 
find I can have intimations or insights into present or future situations. 
This does not make me a Prophet but it does mean that, somehow, I can 
seem to see a little beyond the lifted page of life. It is quite random and 
never predictable and I never sought after it.  Not for nothing does the 
Bible describe the Holy Spirit symbolically as a dove and not a 
woodpigeon. I am sure that God can speak to us through dreams and we 
do not need, and neither is there any Biblical authority for, a named 
angelic interpreter available for us. That is a modern mistaken belief that 
can lead to great confusion in people’s lives. 

I always take time to write down any dreams or intimations I may have, 
because I think that God likes to build a picture for us when it comes to 
his will and direction for our lives. I find things reveal themselves 
gradually over time, just as when photographs are developed through a 
gradual process… God is never in a hurry for the last bus!! 

Enjoy your Dreams!                                                                            Keith Speck 

Kirkoswald Manse 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Follow your dream.   
Unless it's the one  
where you're at work in your underwear 
during a fire drill. 
 

Only in our dreams are we free: 
The rest of the time, we need wages. 
 Terry Pratchett 
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Mystics, Seers and Visions 
 

Mystics are found in all the world’s faith traditions. They are those who 
through prayer and contemplation seek to experience union with the 
‘divine’, however their particular tradition understands that concept. For us 
of the Judaeo-Christian faith, that means perfect union with God. For 
Buddhists it is the state of nirvana or perfect enlightenment that the Buddha 
reached through meditation and renunciation of the pleasures of the world. 
 

The Islamic faith, too, has its mystics, known as Sufis, whose goal is to find 
the truth about God through personal experience of His love. The Sufi 
tradition began in the 7th Century AD, originally as a reaction to what was 
seen as the increasing worldliness of Islamic society. It was characterised by 
asceticism and deep piety and it has been the inspiration for a large body of 
the poetry and other literature of the Arabic world. 
 

Mystics will sometimes experience visions or other phenomena, such as the 
stigmata; the wounds of the crucified Christ appearing on their hands and 
feet. This medically inexplicable phenomenon would appear to have 
occurred for St. Paul, who tells us ‘I bear in my body the marks of the Lord 
Jesus’ (Galatians 6:17). St. Francis of Assisi and in more recent times, the 
Italian priest Padre Pio have possessed the stigmata, generally considered to 
be a gift from God, conferred on those who show deep devotion to Him 
through prayer and contemplation. 
 

Our Judaeo-Christian faith has a long tradition of mysticism, beginning with 
the Patriarchs and Prophets of the Old Testament, who experienced the 
Presence of God through speaking directly with Him  every day. The most 
significant mystic for us as Christians must be St. 
John the Divine, who wrote the Book of Revelation 
or Apocalypse during his exile on the Greek island of 
Patmos. The language of this book is still the subject 
of a great deal of debate among theologians, but it 
gives us a very detailed picture of what we can 
expect both of the last days of this world and of the 
life that the redeemed will enjoy in Heaven. Though 
the nature of his physical and mental condition 
while he was given his visions is uncertain, there 
seems to be little doubt that John underwent a 
trance-like state which lasted for some time. 
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The Christian mystical tradition has spanned the two millennia of our 
Church’s history and has given us such well-known exponents of it as Origen, 
Meister Eckhart, Mother Julian of Norwich, Thomas a Kempis and St. Teresa 
of Avila, to name but a very few. The wisdom and insights that they have 
contributed to the life of the Church has been of inestimable value in our 
understanding of the God Who loves us and wants us to draw closer to Him 
in prayer. 

                                                                                     Richard Pattison 
 

Interesting Huffinton post article here is you want to read more:  
‘13 powerful women mystics who helped shape Christianity’  

Therese of Lisieux 
 
 

 The only thing worse than being blind is having sight but no vision.  
Helen Keller 

 
 

’Your vision will become clear only when you can look into your own heart. 
Who looks outside, dreams; who looks inside, awakes.’                      Carl Jung 

 

 

Love to Dream 
Maybe there is a name for someone that not only loves to dream, but 
remembers a lot of detail and is able to induce another version of that 
dream on another night. If there is such a word, count me in.  But now 
here is another odd thing, I can also seem to often use dreaming as an 
indicator of all is well in my own world. As a child dreams were often 
more of the nightmare type – such as witches chasing me around the 
bedroom until I found the light switch and woke up. Then a progression 
on to be able to jump down long flights of stairs without injury – 
thankfully I never enacted that one. Flying in sleep was also a lot of 
imaginative fun over the years before getting into what became my often 
repeated 'lovely dreams'. In these I got to know various houses and their 
peculiarities, also beautiful places as well as exciting variations – as soon 
as my head touched the pillow, the joy of entering the dream world was 
wonderful. I am sure I must have bored people wanting to tell them the 
minutiae, but to me it was to share the joy. By now you may be thinking 
what a very strange person ........... but I felt quite privileged! 
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Then 20 years ago I had a serious illness and all the lovely dream 
experiences stopped. I really missed them and tried to make them 
reappear to no avail. It was only as I was getting health restored that 
they gradually started to creep back. So now yes, I dare to dream in my 
sleep and enjoy it, but more importantly by far, dare to dream that one 
day all may experience joy in their own lives. Times ahead look so very 
difficult in the world at the moment, but I dare to believe that we will 
pull through by loving support of one another.                                            JH 
 
 

 “The path from dreams to success does exist. May you have the vision to 
find it, the courage to get on to it, and the perseverance to follow it.” 

Kalpana Chawla - the first Indian woman to explore space. 
 
 

Young Dreams 
Children from Nenthead primary School share their 
dreams for our world: 

‘I watched a program the other day about animals in 
the sea being hurt by plastic. It made me cry. I want to 
tell people to put their rubbish in the bin.’  
‘I want people to stop and think about the environment - Our world will 
be destroyed and we only have one world and we need to look after it.’                                                                                                
‘I want a cleaner planet so I can grow up in a healthier world.’ 
‘I dream of non-judgemental behaviour - Being able to ask questions – 
Questions are okay!’ 
‘I dream: That everyone is known to be unique – I dream of colourful 
streets.’ 
‘I dream of not many big wars – That the world is a lot fairer – That we 
are more cheery.’  
‘I dream of a litter-free land - That grass is green – That plants can thrive 
– I dream of clean roads and fresh air.’   
‘I dream of – Less killed fish and birds – That fish can survive – We need a 
free lovely world.’ 
‘I dream of litter-free towns – That flowers can thrive. 
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‘I dream: Electric cars rule – That petrol cars no longer rule.’ 
‘I dream of world peace – where we make the 
decisions – where all wars end’ 
‘I dream that animals are free – There is no 
more plastic in the sea – no more pollution.’ 
 Some added their more personal dreams: 
‘I want to be a racing driver.  
‘I want to win the Olympics.’ 
‘I want to work for Mojang.’ [Mojang Studios is 
a Swedish video game developer based in Stockholm – the creators of 
Minecraft!]’ 
‘My dream is to be a teacher.’ [‘Like Miss Morton?’] 
‘I want to be prime minister so I can tell people what to do and to look 
after our planet.’ 
Young people should not dream alone - Their dreams are in our hands. 

MH 
 

 

I had a dream that the whole ocean was filled 
with orange soda; 
turns out it was a fanta sea. 
 

 

Sweet Dreams 
How many of us have childhood dreams – driving a train, becoming an 
astronaut, or perhaps opening a sweetshop? Of those, how many hold on 
to that dream into adulthood and perhaps even see the dream become 
reality? I suspect, not too many! And for that small number, I wonder 
how the reality of “living the dream” compares with the original idea? 
One person who can provide at least some answers is Sharon Owen, who 
runs the Emporium sweetshop and tea room in the old Crown Hotel on 
Alston’s Front Street. From the age of 9, when she started running the 
school tuckshop, Sharon’s dream was to open her own sweetshop. 
Evidently impressed by the way she managed the tuckshop, her 
headmaster predicted “One day you’ll run your own business!” 
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Sharon, husband Jon and daughter Kelly moved to Alston some five years 
ago and Sharon started small, selling her delicious home-made fudge at 
craft fairs and markets, whilst at the same time looking round for a 
suitable property to rent. After some searching they came across the 
Crown Hotel, a rather larger property than they had originally envisaged, 
and eventually opened the sweetshop in November 2019. So a dream 
was fulfilled. That Christmas business went well.  
 

But then came lockdown, that thwarter of 
so many plans and spoiler of so many 
dreams. It was a severe blow. Sharon 
continued selling via the internet, even 
offering a collection service, but uptake 
was slow. As for many businesses in 
Alston, no sooner had they emerged from 
lockdown than the next blow came: the 
road closure. Determined to fight on, 

Sharon decided to branch out and opened the tea room in May 2021, 
offering breakfast, lunches, snacks and delicious cakes, whilst the  
sweet shop itself also sells cards, small toys and local crafts. 
“But,” she  says, “It’s still a struggle.” 
 
The expanded business really is a family affair. Daughter-in-law Caroline 
is the family baker, balancing that with bringing up two small children, 
whilst upstairs, daughter Kelly runs the “Once Upon a Time” bookshop. 
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Kelly started up in what was the Clock Shop, but in October 2021 she 
moved across to the Crown and has transformed the first floor into an 
Aladdin’s Cave for book-lovers, who can browse to their heart’s content 
through a great selection of new, second-hand and vintage books at very 
reasonable prices. There’s also a “pop-up” shop in a small front room. 
And if you don’t find the book you’re looking for, Kelly is happy to order 
books for you. 
In the coming 
months Kelly is 
hoping to offer 
more poetry 
and book 
readings in the 
shop. For 
example she is 
currently in contact with a publisher of outdoor books, who is bringing 
out a new version of a book about outdoor activities in the Lake District 
including cycling, walking and wild swimming. So keep a look out for that. 
Another plan is to offer one of the rooms for hire as a community room, 
for activities such as “Knit and Natter” or maybe for children’s parties 
and book readings.  The book shop is, she says, very much a work in 
progress. Having started pretty much with a blank slate, the dream keeps 
evolving. Kelly is always on the lookout for books. They can be 
donated at the shop and a proportion of the money raised  
goes to support “Pennines Wildlife Rescue.”  
 
Meanwhile, Sharon’s husband, Jon, is setting up as a driving instructor 
and is taking bookings from 24th June. See contact details p12. 

So, for the Owen family, the dream continues to develop. 
Offering these various services the family’s hope and wish 
is to continue to support the local community. I asked 
Sharon if she still had a dream for the future. Her reply:  
“I hope to still be here for years to come, for the next 
generation”. And it seems that the future is assured: 
granddaughter Luella has already said she wants to take 
over the shop when she grows up!                                        ES 
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Driving Lessons in Alston and surrounding area 
Learn to drive with Jon and the AA 

Please call 07359436755 
Facebook messenger or email 

learntodrivewithjon@gmail.com 
 

 

 
 
     Dreams Take Flight 
 
 
 
The July- September 2022 MAF magazine 'Flying for Life' tells the story of 
MAF Pilot Andrew Parker and his wife, Liz.  After marriage, he and his wife 
prayed about their future.  'Lord, give me something to be passionate 
about,' Andrew prayed.  Shortly after a MAF News magazine arrived and he 
realised that flying planes for God could be a long-term career. 'I was 
instantly excited - it was a lightbulb moment,' Andrew recalls.  'But I'd never 
flown a plane in my life.  It seemed so far-fetched, but I told Liz and we got 
praying straightaway.' 
 

Andrew followed his dream and eventually qualified as a pilot and joined 
MAF.  Mission Aviation Fellowship (MAF) is a Missionary Society that for 
over 75 years has used aviation to share the love of Jesus with isolated 
peoples in more than 25 developing countries, often working in partnership 
with other agencies. Andrew's most memorable flight, in the 13 years he has 
been with MAF, was an emergency evacuation in South Sudan where armed 
militia were closing in on a group of 12 missionaries.  'I had one chance to 
land and get those guys out.  I could see armed soldiers on the horizon.  God 
protected us that day, and those passengers were so grateful - their lives 
had been saved by MAF.'   
 

Working for MAF is more than just a job and, in Andrew's case, daring to 
dream involved having the courage to take to the skies.  However, his advice 
to anyone seeking God's will is this: 'My advice to anyone chasing a dream is 
to be patient and keep praying.'                                                                          ME 
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He was a dreamer, a 
thinker, a speculative 
philosopher; or, as his 
wife would have it, an 
idiot. Douglas Adams 

 

Beyond our Wildest Dreams 
 

 “There is wisdom in realizing that God’s unimaginable design within us is a 
design that will always thrust our short-sighted boundaries out to horizons that 

we can’t even fathom.”  ― Craig D. Lounsbrough 
 

God’s great Prophets knew this well, as God constantly met their fears and 
sense of inadequacy with visions of so much more. Isaiah prophesied the rise 
and fall of many tribes and nations, the calamities that would befall even his 
beloved Israel, until nothing but a stump was left. But then God reveals his 
unimaginable design – that stump is holy; don’t limit what I can do with it (Is 
6:13). By chapter 49 God is lifting Isaiah’s dream higher: having seen the 
omnipotence of God, the stirrings of monotheism versus all the idols and tribal 
gods of the surrounding culture, Isaiah is shown the task of God’s people:  
 

And now the Lord says— he who formed me in the womb to be his servant 
to bring Jacob back to him and gather Israel to himself, for I am honoured in 
the eyes of the Lord and my God has been my strength — 
he says: “It is too small a thing for you to be my servant to restore the tribes 
of Jacob and bring back those of Israel I have kept. I will also make you a 
light for the Gentiles, that my salvation may reach to the ends of the earth.” 
 

The great prophets of the Old Testament may seem a long way from the 
inventors, visionaries and creative thinkers of today, but they need the same 
thing – an openness to listening to their inner thoughts, an ability to watch 
what their minds’ eye is showing them. Taking time to listen to the guidance of 
One who sees so much more than our limited human view.  
It also takes great faith to stick to one’s dreams 
against the nay-sayers and guardians of the status 
quo. Sometimes dreamers are well-regarded; others 
are dismissed, teased, told off for daydreaming, or 
even imprisoned by dictatorial regimes. Prophets 
knew this well.  
 

‘Dreams come a size too big, so we can grow into them’ – Josie Bissett     
Sometimes we may not see our biggest dreams come true, but that’s no reason 
to give up on them. Woodrow Wilson urged: ‘You are not here merely to make 
a living. You are here in order to enable the world to live more amply, with 
greater vision, with a finer spirit of hope and achievement. You are here to 
enrich the world, and you impoverish yourself if you forget the errand.’ He 
dreamed of a League of Nations, but died before the promise was delivered.  
Fortunately dreams can be catching, and the most important ones grow, from 
one soul, to a tiny group, to a large community, to the world.                         BNW 
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Puzzle and Ponder 
 

HERE ARE SOME MIND TEASERS AS YOU SIT AND DREAM, MAYBE 
 
1. I D O A W C       Christmas song by Irving Berlin                                                  
2. T A O M B T S, N D, W W U T S A D, N D  - Harry Armstrong Song 1905                  
3. T F F A A D D A T O D  - from the hymn: O God our help in ages past            
4. D D D D        All I have to do is…     song by the Everly Brothers                        
5. There’s a L L  trail  A I T L O M D    Stoddard King WW1 Song   
 
Daretodreamdaretodreamdaretodreamdaretodream 
 

NOW PAIR THE LETTERED QUOTES WITH THE NUMBERED ONES 
 

A   THE DREAM OF          B   PERCHANCE TO          C     A MIDSUMMER       
D   YOUR OLD MEN     E  WE ARE SUCH STUFF         F   I HAVE A DREAM    
G    SO I AWOKE, AND           
NOW PAIR THESE WITH THE FOLLOWING 
1   NIGHT’S DREAM   2   AS DREAMS ARE MADE ON   3   GERONTIUS                    
4    DREAM, AY, THERE’S THE RUB       5     RICH AND POOR WILL SIT 
TOGETHER   6   BEHOLD IT WAS A DREAM   7   SHALL DREAM DREAMS 
 
HERE ARE THE SOURCES, AUTHORS ETC TO LINK UP. 
Oratorio by Edward Elgar John Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress Shakespeare’s Hamlet Title 

of a Shakespeare play The Prophet Joel 2:28 Shakespeare’s The tempest                          
From a speech of Martin Luther King 

 
I DARE to DREAM on a QUIET DAY in LANGWATHBY 
I day dreamed that day, wide awake too, as in sun-streamed chapel I sat; 
relaxed, I thought and reflected anew. Or was it contemplation, as I lived that 
moment, fancy that!; my inner self, the temple of the Living God, I’m told, 
meditating, mindfully reflecting, feeling God’s love enfold. I’m not one really for 
sitting still – I’m on the move, doing, as a fish in its element in the sea. I 
pondered with my companions – What is our element? What and how are we 
meant to BE?. I sat and breathed consciously, I enjoyed each moment and 
dared to dream of a time when intelligence would mature into wisdom; 
balancing justice with mercy world-wide, Yes, daily I still dare to dream that 
pride will be tempered with humility, to be rid of this mess we are in; Oh I 
see…it’s not someone else’s job – it’s meant to begin with me….  
 

So - What is our element? Answers on a postcard, please                                 DP         
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ALSTON PHARMACY
For all your medical 
and toiletry needs

Front Street, Alston
Tel: 01434 381259
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WRIGHT Bros (COACHES) Ltd
Central Garage, Nenthead

Coach services to Newcastle, Penrith,
Keswick, Carlisle & Hexham

33 to 57 seater & executive coaches 
available for hire

Tel: 01434 381200

JH Henderson & Sons LTD 
The Garage, Alston 

 

Any make of car serviced, 
MOTs, Exhausts, Tyres, 

Batteries, Calor Gas, Accessories 
Cement, Sand & Gravel, Compost 

 

Tel: 01434 381204 & 381265 
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Methodist Services 

 

Services are at 11am in St Wulstan's unless indicated otherwise.   
 
         3         Peter Bowes 
                   and at 5 pm at The Hive, Nenthead, Pennine Praise  
                   (Informal worship preceded by bring and share meal) 
          10       Rev Keith Speck 
          17       David Pepin 
          24       Rev Mary Elliot  
          31       Pauline de la Mare 
 
An Ecumenical House Group meets fortnightly.   
Contact John and Pauline de la Mare for details. (382338) 

 
 

 Quaker Meeting for Worship  
 

Quaker Meeting for Worship continues to take place  
every FOURTH SUNDAY of the month at 10.30am, throughout the year.  

Also throughout the summer months on the SECOND WEDNESDAY  
of the month at 10.30 – 11.30. 

 
We would warmly welcome anyone who would like to join us for an hour of 
silent, reflective worship at these times.   
 
 

 
 

Roman Catholic Mass  
 

Every Saturday, 6pm Vigil Mass 

Confession available from 5.30pm 
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Church of England services & events 
Worship and Prayer in July 

Sunday, 3rd July – (1st Sunday in the month): 
 9.30am Holy Communion (BCP)   Holy Paraclete, Kirkhaugh 
 11.00am Prayer & Praise  St Augustine, Alston (also livestream) 

Sunday, 10th July – (2nd Sunday in the month): 
 9.30am Morning Prayer   St John, Nenthead 
 11.00am Sung Communion  St Augustine, Alston (also livestream) 
 3.00pm Pet Service St Jude, Knaresdale 

Sunday, 17th July (3rd Sunday in the month): 
 Guest Preacher: Canon Mark Oxbrow 
 9.30am  Holy Communion  St John, Nenthead 
 11.00am  Prayer & Praise  St Augustine, Alston (also livestream) 
  followed by parish lunch at the Nook 
 6.00pm  Taizé Evensong (BCP)  Holy Paraclete, Kirkhaugh 

Sunday, 24th July (4th Sunday in the month): 
 9.30am  Morning Prayer  St John, Nenthead 
 11.00am  Sung Communion  St Augustine, Alston (also livestream) 
 3.00pm Holy Communion  Ss Mary & Patrick, Lambley 

Sunday, 31st July (5th Sunday in the month): 
 11.00am  *Said Communion*  St Augustine, Alston (also livestream) 
 4.45pm  *Summer social, including worship about 5.30pm* 
   The Nook, Kirkhaugh 

Weekday Services 
In Alston and on Zoom:  
 Morning Prayer, Wed-Sat, 9am;  
 Evening Prayer Wed, Thurs & Sat, 5pm;  
 Holy Communion Thursday, 6pm  
In Nenthead only: Evening Prayer, Friday 5pm 
On Zoom only: Night Prayer, Friday 9pm. 
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Sunday services online 
 Join us at 11am weekly on Zoom using the app – or, with an ordinary 

phone, dial 0203 051 2874. The Meeting ID code is 357 123 751.  

 Or find our services on YouTube– go to alstonmoor.tiny.us/youtube 

 Download the orders of service from alstonmoorcofe.org.uk/worship 
and the notice sheet from alstonmoorcofe.org.uk/whatson 

Prayer requests and virtual candles 
If you would like someone to pray for or with you, phone Mark 
on 01434 382558 or email pray@alstonmoorcofe.org.uk  
Light a candle at churchofengland.org/our-faith/light-candle 

 

July Dates for your Diary  
Sat 2nd-Sat 9th ALATI Summer Art Exhibition St Augustine, Alston 
Sun 17th, 1.00 pm Parish Lunch (booking essential) Hive, Nenthead 
Sun 17th, 7.30 pm Brampton Chamber Choir 

"Songs, Stories & Stones" – music to celebrate 
Hadrian’s Wall St Augustine, Alston  

Sat 30th, 10.00 am St Jude’s Coffee Stop Knarsdale Community Hall 

Looking ahead 
Wed 17th Aug, 7.30 pm  Concert by Steven Moore  St Augustine, Alston  

 Book the date now! www.stevenmoorepercussionist.com
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Mad Hatters Hardware
HARDWARE KEY CUTTING

GARDENINGD-I-Y TOOLS

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING ACCESSORIES

GIFTS

SMALL HOUSEHOLD ELECTRICALS

FOR HIRE
The RUG DOCTOR Carpet Cleaning
Now available from £22.99 per day rental

Here to stay Mad Hatters Hardware
come and browse

Helpful staff, if we don’t have it
we will try to get it no item too small

Delivery service available within Alston Moor area
Free delivery on orders over £15

2 Front Street, Alston Tel:01434 382991
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Traditional Forgework
Restoration a Speciality

Stove Repair - Fire Grates
Welding - Fabrication - Engineering

Tool Sharpening and Repairs

Tel / Fax: 01434 382194
Mark@fearn2620.freeserve.co.uk

M FEARN & SON (BLACKSMITHS)
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The Church as it Could Be 
“The day I decided to dream was the day I saw the church as it could be,” says 
Paul Beasley-Murray.  Paul wrote this years ago when he was the Minister of 
Altrincham Baptist Church (1973 – 1986).  Although now retired from 
stipendiary ministry he is still very active.   
 

 I dream of a WORSHIPPING CHURCH where people expect to encounter 
God; Sunday is a day not to be missed; children as well as adults sense 
the life of the Spirit. 

 I dream of a BIBLICAL CHURCH where the whole counsel of God is 
preached; people expect to hear God speaking to them; all are 
encouraged to keep on learning. 

 I dream of a PRAYING CHURCH where prayer is seen as a privilege 
rather than a duty; people expect God to hear their prayers; church 
members pray with and for one another; the needs of the world are not 
forgotten. 

 I dream of a SPIRIT-FILLED CHURCH where all are open to the Spirit; 
people expect to see God at work; people are unafraid to venture 
deeper in the spiritual life; no one gift is undervalued or overvalued 

 I dream of a FAMILY CHURCH where all feel they belong; all rejoice 
together and all suffer together; family life is promoted; the casualties 
of family life are made welcome.  

 I dream of an EVANGELIZING CHURCH where new people are seen at 
every service; people expect to see friends won for Christ; every month 
people come to know the Lord Jesus 

 I dream of a SERVING CHURCH where the members serve one another; 
the practical resources of the fellowship are shared; our love for one 
another spills out to the world outside; members are involved in the 
community supported by others; the needs of the ‘weak’ receive 
priority; God’s love is seen in deed as well as in word. 

 I dream of a CHURCH LIBERATED from tradition, self-centredness, duty, 
pressure of time; to serve the world, one another, and God. 

I share much of this dream.  What about you?  It might be illuminating to 
write down your own dreams of church.                                                            ME 
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Upside Down 
  

Submitted by Josephine Dickinson 
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News from Knaresdale 
I hope all the plants bought at our Plant Sale and Coffee Stop last month 
are all coming along well and you are enjoying them in your gardens. It 
was a lot of hard work putting on this event, especially for Carol who 
kindly took this on and organised it successfully. It was all very worth 
while, listening to the kind comments from our usual Coffee Stop 
regulars. Our next regular Coffee Stops will be on 25th June and 30th July 
we look forward to seeing you then. 
We enjoyed meeting our fellow Churchwardens from around the area as 
we were sworn in for our individual churches, by the Archdeacon in Holy 
Cross church, Haltwhistle. It could be a busy year for Carol and I as we 
prepare to have water and drainage put into church in preparation for 
the installation of new toilet and kitchen facilities. Once again, a thank 
you to Knarsdale Estates for carrying out the drainage works. It will be a 
challenge for us all to raise the money to furnish the WC and kitchen but 
with your help, we will make it possible.  
We had a very busy weekend as we celebrated the Queen’s Jubilee;  
My goodness, this was a fantastic success. Lots and lots of people from 
far and wide enjoyed the three day celebration as there was something 
for everyone. Ten Brownie Points to Slaggyford again. We do know how 
to celebrate! I’m sure you will agree with me, The Knarsdale Estate and 
Knarsdale with Kirkhaugh Community Hall deserve a great big Thank you 
for their substantial contribution to this event. Specifically our thanks go 
to Christine Ridley for her concentrated efforts and coordination that 
helped ensure this event was successful. There were many who 
volunteered and supported this event and they are the ones we rely on 
to step up and help every time. So thank you Slaggyford. 
All the action is not always on the church and hall, Slaggyford WI is 
planning a great programme of activities and events. For instance a tea 
party on the village green will take place on the 5th July. August the 2nd 
will see us on a train trip to Edinburgh where we will visit the Botanical 
Gardens. If you would like to join us please ring Norma on 07714190064. 
We are a friendly and welcoming group. 
Stay safe and look after each other  

God Bless, 
Irene Boyle, Churchwarden 
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'The world needs dreamers and the world needs doers.  But above all, the 
world needs dreamers who do.’  Sarah Ban Breathnach 
 

 

Plants for sale in Knaresdale, and 
arranged beautifully in Kirkhaugh 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
As we go 
to press 

the 
team is 
setting 
up for 

the Gala 
in Alston 

Classics Cars arriving already – more photos and report next month 
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An Inspiration 
It is with great sadness we report the death of our much-loved John Elliot 
on the 17th June. There will be a proper article remembering him next 
time, so if you wish to contribute please contact the eds. Meanwhile 
here are a few comments:  
‘John’s service and faithfulness have 
been an inspiration.’ - JDLM 
‘I used to drive John around, and he’d 
point out all the little churches and 
chapels, and say ‘I preached in this 
one!’ - GM 
‘A true Christian gentleman, a wise 
friend ‘ - DP 
 
MAF p12 is one of the charities that 
John Elliot has chosen if people want to donate in his memory. 
 

Realising our Dreams 
Dare To Dream 
Stephen is a friend and ex-colleague 
from my time with Airbus in 
Germany. When we met up by 
chance in 2017 at a work-event 
(which actually was a party), we 
discovered that we both had plans to 
retire from Airbus in the near future 
and, naturally, we compared our 
dreams for retirement. His dream 
was to cycle from his adopted home 
on the German-Swiss border to his 
birthplace in Stockton-on-Tees (and 
back again). At the time, he planned 
to set off in the summer of 2020. 
The advent of Covid delayed Stephen’s plans by two years but still he 
dared to dream and finally was able to depart from his home in 
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Friedrichshafen on April 10th of this year. After about 60 days and 
3000km, he duly arrived in Alston. He was in reasonable shape but his 
bike was the worse for wear, especially the brakes. He didn’t anticipate 
any opportunity of repairing it this side of Durham but a call to Dave at 
C2C Cycles in Nenthead resulted in an appointment at 8:30 the next 
morning and, during the next three and a half hours, Dave fixed all 
Stephen’s bike problems, including several he didn’t even know he had! 
 

Stephen safely reached Stockton on June 9th and he is now already on 
the return leg of his dream journey. During his brief stay with us we 
showed him the range of businesses and activities on Alston Moor, 
introduced him to the wonderful surrounding scenery and described the 
way the community pulled together during Covid, winter storms and 
power cuts. He also met several of our friendly neighbours and 
acquaintances. He was really impressed with our new “Heimat”. 
 

Sometimes we’ve felt that we haven’t really started our retirement yet as 
we have been so pre-occupied in supporting our two mothers and my 
sister, all of whom unfortunately passed away in the last three years but, 
when I think about it, our dream had been to retire to an unspoilt region 
of northern England, settle into a local community and spend time in our 
own garden, whilst still being able to support family when needed. 
Stephen’s visit brought it home to me that we really have achieved our 
dream. We even have a dog! Often you need to see things through 
someone else’s eyes to appreciate what you’ve got. 

Dave Smith  
 
 
I spent all day bobbing up and down in the water. 
It's been my dream ever since I was a little buoy. 
 
 
Living the Dream 

When we moved up here in 2015, we had many conversations with the 
friendly folk of Alston Moor, and they all went something like this: 
 

 “….where did you live before?”  …..  “Guernsey” …..  “And you left to 
come here?  Why did you do that?!”   
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There are various answers to that question.  One is the stunning scenery 
we now enjoy from our windows, and the abundance of wildlife.  Yes, 
Guernsey is beautiful, especially its coastline and clean, sandy beaches, 
but it is very crowded, with 65,000 people squashed into 25 square 
miles, and very little open countryside.  I used to watch endless episodes 
of ‘Escape to the Country’ and dream of renovating an old, character-full 
property surrounded by wonderful views in peaceful surroundings.   
 

When John’s brother Steve and his family moved from Guernsey about 
15 years ago up to the Lake District we came up to visit them – our first 
experience of Cumbria.  We loved the mountains and lakes and had 
several holidays staying with them near Penrith, but we never made it up 
to the Moor.  Over a period of several years we began to consider 
moving away from Guernsey and coming up north – not an easy decision 
since all our family still live in Guernsey.  I then spent many hours looking 
at property, and we viewed quite a few interesting properties, including 
1 Low Nest just outside Alston, which we bought and began renovating in 
2013 (still not finished!).  One significant factor of the move was the 
substantial difference in property prices between Guernsey and Alston, 
which allowed us to leave our jobs in Guernsey and take semi retirement 
up here.  This gives us time to enjoy new pastimes; John has become a 
keen bowler and I have enjoyed developing our garden from scratch.  
Growing has always been a passion of mine and I get great satisfaction 
from being able to grow our own food, plant trees and start ‘re-wilding’ 
our fields to encourage wild flowers.   
 

We also value all the new friends that we have made up here – we were 
made to feel so welcome, especially at the Methodist church that we 
now attend.  We didn’t realise at the time of our move just what God had 
in mind for us up here, and it is both exciting and a little daunting to 
realise that He has a job for us to do (The Chat Room – watch this 
space!).   
 

We still go back to visit family in Guernsey as often as we can, but it is 
always good to come back to the Moor.  We appreciate the peace and 
quiet, the views, the people, and running our holiday cottage.  It does 
seem like we are ‘living the dream’, and we feel truly blessed.   

John and Pauline De La Mare 
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The Best is Yet to Be 
George Mullard wrote to FitM saying ‘On Alston Moor we are richly 
blessed by all those keeping our churches open. Many have lost their 
magazines so thank you to the Christian community that keeps it going. 
With such an effort, we pray that revival will be with us soon!’ 
 

So I went to chat with George about what he means by revival. 
 

The youth group I belonged to was run by a Welsh Revivalist called Billy 
Richards. When you are drawn to their call you feel the Lord has had his 
hand on your life the whole time. It felt difficult, so young, but I felt the 
need. The day I came out of hospital there was a baptismal service in the 
little mission hall (120 people nonetheless!) and I came down from the 
gallery to answer that call, wanting to know the Lord more, getting 
closer. In my most precious Bible (over 100 yrs old) above the note 
dedicating it to me were these stats: ‘Jan to July 20th 1944, men and 
women in: 3,139; saved: 1,306 – to date!’  
When I saw Billy Graham in 1954 it was raw, passionate, not ‘controlled’ 
by the system he became part of in later years. I saw him at Anfield. You 
never forget the experience of people streaming down onto the pitch. 
 

That is the past, but what about your prayer for revival on the Moor, 
what does revival look like here? 
 

I want people to know that experience for real, for themselves; that 
need, that healing. It’s lovely to have the Pennine Praise in the old chapel 
now The Hive at Nenthead. It means a lot to me because of my family, 
but to have that place for healing now is encouraging. When you have 
SEEN the power of the Lord at work – a leg grow by four inches! – you 
want it for everyone.  
Ministry today is exhausting, but there’s a special spirit of unitedness 
here. I pray that we show the love of God to people by caring, and that 
brings them to God. It’s gentler, one individual at a time. I pray for 
healing of people’s minds. My dream is for a church full, hearing and 
seeing Christ being praised. The phrase my old preacher left me with was 
‘the best is yet to be, in Glory.’  
 

That is George’s dream, what is yours for this community?     BNW 
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Dare We Dream? 
As I write, the Annual General Meeting of the Association of Church 
Editors has had to be postponed because of the rail strikes. We don’t 
know when it will meet, but when it does, our little magazine is – we 
hope – in for some sort of recognition. We may not win an award, but it 
would be helpful to get some feedback and ideas. Mark wanted us to put 
the magazine into their competition because he and Fr John think so 
much of it. Here’s what a recent contributor said: 
 

‘It's nice to see some genuine ecumenism going on; some of the churches 
here are terribly insular and work in their own bubbles. I thought the 
Gospel spirit came through the mag very strongly.  Simon Danes 
 

As editors, we value each other and the Moor that is our home, and hope 
that comes through in our publication. We are: JH – Jeanette Haslam, ME 
– Mary Elliot, MH – Madeleine Harris, BNW – Bar Nash-Williams,  
ES – Lizzie Smith, RP - Richard Pattison                                                     BNW 
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  I always wanted to be a plumber 
but then I realized that was just a pipe dream 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Faith in the Moor is printed by Penrith Posters: 
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About ‘Faith in the Moor’ 
This Magazine is a ‘Churches Together’ publication.  It aims to share 
information useful to regular and occasional churchgoers, to the wider 
community, and to tourists and visitors. It reflects the life of the faith 
community in our corner of the North Pennines. Here people encourage, 
celebrate and debate their faith.  
The different Christian churches who create 
this magazine get along very well, and work 
together in a spirit of openness and mutual 
regard. Faith in the Moor welcomes input in 
harmony with this open Christian Faith. Also 
from those whose spirituality is not focussed on 
a particular religion, and those whose faith is in 
the Moor itself; its people, its uniqueness, its 
future. We support whatever enriches our 
community here.  

 

August Theme: ‘Colours of Life’  
Deadline: please send copy by  

Wed 20th July 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you would like to advertise please contact the eds. Send either the ad you 
want included, or the wording you want us to format for you, with your contact 
details, and what size you want the ad. Small images are possible too.  
Please include your payment for our treasurer, either cash or cheques made 
payable to ‘The Parish of Alston Moor Parochial Church Council’ 
Or by bacs – for bank details please contact the eds. 
 

If you would like a large print copy please contact us above. 
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David tidies up 
the churchyard 

 
 
 

 
 And scrubs up 

well himself for 
the Jubilee! 
 

Thanks to the Knit 
and Knatter ladies 

for dressing the 
village, and all 

who made such 
an effort to show 

respect and 
celebrate 
together.
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Iconic Images of Life on the Moor 
If you have a favourite photo of life on our 

patch, do please send it to the eds – see over 
for address – and we’ll use where it fits. Big or 
small, landmark or fleeting moment, animal, 

vegetable or mineral – it’s up to you. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

Alston Moor roads are famous for rallies: bikes, classic cars, 
 motorbikes, and once a year when the Appleby Horse Fair is on,  
a procession at a rather more sustainable pace! Lizzie and Dave  

couldn’t resist this lovely juxtaposition of two forms of transport.  
We might all be glad of some horsepower as fossil fuel costs rise. 

 
 
 

What about 
the price of 
oats? 


